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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Prof Alam

Re: A randomised trial of three or one breathing technique training sessions for breathlessness in people with malignant lung disease.
MS: 1671029929172375
Please find the second revision of our manuscript.
We present our responses below in blue italic text.

Yours sincerely

Miriam Johnson, on behalf of the investigator team.

1. please add the abstract, abbreviations and keywords
This has now been done. We have used the option of defining abbreviations in the text when they are first used rather than providing a list of abbreviations.

2. add trial number and registration date at the end of the abstract
This has now been done.

3. the Funding section needs to move into the Acknowledgement section
This has now been done.

4. Proof read to check conformity with Journal style
The references still had volume numbers – these have now been removed